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Backward Course Design

� What’s it all about?

� Why does it work?

� Where do we start?





Goals vs. outcomesGoals vs. outcomes

Using the local language
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Key Components of Learning Key Components of Learning 

Outcomes



It isn’t what you do.

� A learning outcome doesn’t describe what you 

plan to do in a course.

� Rather, a learning outcome indicates what you � Rather, a learning outcome indicates what you 

expect your students to be able to do upon 

successful completion of the course.  

� A learning outcome should be student-

centered.



Observable behaviors

� Caution:  The verbs to know, learn and 

understand indicate internal mental states not 

automatically accessible to an observer.

� Students must demonstrate their knowledge, 

learning, and understanding in some way to 

make assessment possible.  

� Course-specific learning outcomes must be 

easily measured.



Professional behaviors

� What do you do as a professional in your 

discipline? Ask yourself this question to help 

you set outcomes.

� “Your course should enable your students, at 

the appropriate level, to do what you do in your 

discipline, not just expose them to what you 

know.”



Focus on the doing

Avoid using language such as:

� “Students will appreciate…”

� “Students will be exposed to…”

� “Student will be introduced to…”



Lofty ideals

� A temptation:  “The students will enrich their 

qualitative and critical thinking skills.”

� A problem:  This statement is neither concrete� A problem:  This statement is neither concrete

nor easily measurable.  

� A solution:  Use this sentiment to create a 

program goal rather than a course learning 

outcome. 



Educational FrameworksEducational Frameworks



Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains 

– Cognitive

� Knowledge

� Comprehension

� Application� Application

� Analysis

� Synthesis

� Evaluation



Bloom’s Cognitive Domain - Revisited

Anderson and Krathwohl (2000)

� Remembering

� Understanding

� Applying� Applying

� Analyzing

� Evaluating

� Creating



Lower order verbs

� Lower‐order skills focus on knowledge, 

comprehension, or a tell‐back‐to‐me‐what‐I’ve–

told‐you approach.‐

� Examples:  List, explain, identify, recognize, 

know, compare/contrast, give example, 

describe complex process, classify, calculate, 

summarize.



Higher order verbs 

� Higher‐order skills ask students to deal with 

novel, unfamiliar things.

� Examples:  Predict, formulate, analyze, create, � Examples:  Predict, formulate, analyze, create, 

develop and test, evaluate historical context of 

something new, make informed decision about 

something not covered in class, interpret, solve, 

synthesize, construct



Quick Quiz for learning outcomes

Is the learning outcome

� student – centered?

measurable?� measurable?

� concrete?

� reflective of higher order skills?



Hierarchy of Learning OutcomesHierarchy of Learning Outcomes

Linda B. Nilson’s backward design approach



Ultimate Outcomes-
Begin with the end

� Ultimate outcomes address the most 
challenging or cognitively complex tasks.

� Ultimate outcomes require integration of 
multiple skills acquired throughout the course.multiple skills acquired throughout the course.

� Ultimate outcomes are assessed by capstone or 
end-of semester project/exam.

� Limited in number



Mediating Outcomes –
Take a step back

� Mediating outcomes will address the abilities 

that are requisite to achieve the ultimate

outcomes.

� Each mediating outcome will address one 

component of an ultimate outcome.component of an ultimate outcome.

� Mediating outcomes are often sequenced in a 

logical progression.

� Several in number.



Foundational Outcomes
End at the beginning

� Foundational outcomes address lower order 

cognitive abilities necessary to achieve 

mediating outcomes.

� Requires learning the “language” of the 

discipline.

� May require a paradigm shift for students.



An Example
� Ultimate outcome – Develop a research proposal

� Mediating outcomes – in sequence

1.  Frame a research problem

2.  Argue its importance

3.  Conduct and write a literature review

4.  Devise research design4.  Devise research design

5.  Plan data collection and analysis

6.  Explain impact of study’s expected findings

� Foundational outcomes

1.  Recognize technical definitions

2.  Summarize theoretical frameworks

3.  Recall facts


